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INTRODUCTION

The Thematic Picture Dictionary for English Language Learners (Picture Dictionary) has been produced by the NSW Department of Education. It is a resource for students in primary schools, high schools and Intensive English Centres who are in the early stages of learning English.

The Picture Dictionary contains over 400 illustrated words grouped around common themes. It includes words that are frequently used in the classroom and playground. The illustrations can be used not only to build students' knowledge of these words but also as starting points for communication through creating sentences and developing descriptive language. The dictionary will be useful for all newly arrived students learning English as an additional language regardless of their level of literacy in their first language.

The Picture Dictionary has been designed for individual student use as a reference tool at school or at home to support their English language acquisition.

A companion to the Thematic Picture Dictionary for English Language Learners has been produced and is titled the Thematic Picture Dictionary Workbook for English Language Learners (Workbook). The Workbook uses the Dictionary for its visual text and the units of work follow the sequence of themes in the Picture Dictionary.
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5 basketball court
2 canteen
3 change room
4 classroom
5 classroom block
6 corridor
7 gymnasium (gym)
8 hall
9 laboratory (lab)
10 office
11 playground
12 sick bay
13 sports oval
14 toilet
15 walkway
CLASSROOM

1) book
2) bookshelf
3) calculator
4) chair
5) cupboard
6) data projector
7) desk
8) folder
9) group of students
10) map
11) notice board
12) pencil case
13) screen
14) whiteboard
1. cable
2. central processing unit (CPU)
3. DVD drive
4. keyboard
5. laptop
6. menu
7. monitor
8. mouse
9. paper
10. printer
11. plug
12. power point
13. screen
14. switch
15. tablet device
16. USB flash drive
1) grandparents  
2) grandmother  
3) grandfather  
4) parents  
5) mother  
6) father  
7) daughter  
8) son  
9) granddaughter  
10) grandson  
11) sister  
12) brother  
13) uncle  
14) aunt  
15) cousin
FOOTWEAR
① sports shoe
② school shoe
③ slipper
④ thong
⑤ high heeled shoe
⑥ sandal
⑦ boot

JEWELLERY
⑧ glasses
⑨ earring
⑩ watch
⑪ bangle
⑫ ring
⑬ chain

UNDERWEAR
⑭ pantyhose
⑮ bra
⑯ singlet
⑰ underpants
1 eyebrow
2 ear
3 eye
4 nose
5 lip
6 mouth
7 tooth
8 wrist
9 finger
10 thumb
11 neck
12 hair
13 forehead
14 cheek
15 face
16 moustache
17 beard
18 shoulder
19 chest
20 stomach
21 hand
22 knee
23 toe
24 head
25 chin
26 arm
27 elbow
28 leg
29 foot
30 hip
31 bottom
32 ankle
a nose bleed  
a runny nose  
a sore throat  
a stomach-ache  
a cut  
a broken arm  
a toothache  
a rash  
a swollen ankle  
a fever  
a headache  
a sting  
injection  
prescription  
medicine  
pill  
capsule  
tablet
FOOD

1 biscuit
2 bread
3 cake
4 cereal
5 chicken
6 chop
7 fish
8 lobster
9 meat pie
10 pasta
11 rice
12 sandwich
13 sausage
14 soup
15 soy sauce
16 steak
FRUIT

1. apple  
2. banana  
3. cherry  
4. coconut  
5. date  
6. grape  
7. lemon  
8. mandarin  
9. mango  
10. melon  
11. orange  
12. pineapple  
13. strawberry  
14. tomato  
15. watermelon
VEGETABLES

1. bean
2. broccoli
3. cabbage
4. capsicum
5. carrot
6. cucumber
7. garlic
8. lettuce
9. mushroom
10. onion
11. pea
12. potato
13. sweet corn
14. sweet potato
15. zucchini
1. backyard  
2. bedroom  
3. bathroom  
4. clothes line  
5. deck  
6. driveway  
7. fence  
8. front door  
9. front steps  
10. garage  
11. gate  
12. hallway  
13. kitchen  
14. laundry  
15. lawn  
16. letterbox  
17. living room  
18. path  
19. vegetable garden  
20. verandah
KITCHEN AND LAUNDRY

1. bench
2. clock
3. cupboard
4. dishwasher
5. dryer
6. hotplate
7. knob
8. microwave oven
9. refrigerator (fridge)
10. shelf
11. sink
12. stove top
13. tap
14. tub
15. washing machine
16. window
17. window sill
TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATION

1 plane
2 barrier
3 telephone booth
4 bicycle
5 platform
6 train
7 bus stop
8 opal card
9 mobile phone
10 bus
11 passenger
12 ferry
13 ship
14 motor scooter
15 car
16 taxi
17 truck
18 motorbike
CLOTHING AND SEASONS

1 spring
2 summer
3 autumn
4 winter

5 skirt
6 hat
7 cap
8 shirt
9 pants
10 umbrella
11 scarf
12 coat
13 dress
1) athletics  
2) badminton  
3) basketball  
4) board game  
5) cricket  
6) fitness training  
7) handball  
8) judo  
9) skateboarding  
10) skiing  
11) soccer  
12) softball  
13) swimming  
14) table tennis  
15) volleyball  
16) wheelchair tennis
1 beach towel
2 beach umbrella
3 crab
4 fishing rod
5 flag
6 lifesaver
7 rock
8 rock pool
9 sand
10 sea
11 seagull
12 shell
13 starfish
14 sunburn
15 sunglasses
16 sunhat
17 sunscreen
18 surfboard
19 surfer
20 swimmer
21 swimming costume
22 wave
AUSTRALIAN ANIMALS

① cockatoo
② dingo
③ eagle
④ echidna
⑤ emu
⑥ fairy penguin
⑦ kangaroo
⑧ koala
⑨ kookaburra
⑩ magpie
⑪ platypus
⑫ possum
⑬ snake
⑭ wallaby
⑮ wombat
AUSTRALIANA

1. swagman
2. paddock
3. windmill
4. dam
5. damper
6. farm
7. barbecue
8. boomerang
9. didgeridoo
10. wattle tree
11. waratah
12. gum tree
13. Australian flag
COMMON ADJECTIVES
DESCRIPTING WORDS

1) short / long
2) big / little
3) thin / thick
4) high / low
5) short / tall
6) old / new
7) happy / sad
8) shallow / deep
9) light / heavy
10) front / back
11) full / empty
12) many / few
13) soft / hard
14) dirty / clean
15) open / closed
16) wet / dry
PREPOSITIONS OF MOVEMENT

WHERE TO?

1 across 5 over
2 around 6 through
3 into 7 towards
4 out of 8 away from
PREPOSITIONS OF LOCATION
WHERE IS IT?

① above (the cupboard)  ⑦ in the corner
② against (the wall)       ⑧ on (the bed)
③ behind (the nightstand)  ⑨ on the left of (the window)
④ between (the books)      ⑩ on the right of (the window)
⑤ in / inside (the cupboard) ⑪ on top of (the cupboard)
⑥ in front of (the nightstand) ⑫ under (the bed)
MEASUREMENT

1. breadth / width
2. depth
3. height
4. length
5. ruler
6. scales
7. temperature
8. thermometer
9. weight
SHAPES AND SOLIDS

1) angle
2) circle
3) circumference
4) cone
5) crescent
6) cube
7) cylinder
8) diameter
9) diamond
10) hemisphere
11) hexagon
12) oval
13) parallelogram
14) pentagon
15) triangular prism
16) pyramid
17) radius
18) rectangle
19) right angle
20) sphere
21) square
22) star
23) trapezium
24) triangle